
DISCONNECT POWER 
BEFORE INSTALLING 
OR SERVICING.

step 2 
Install the starter fixture on the left of the range, making sure that the selected fixture.
Install with screws A through the end bracket and into the left of the fixture. On the
right side of the fixture install screw B1 through the bracket and into the fixture to
secure. (Secure the cord with zip ties inside the upright only after the entire installation
is complete.)

LucaLight™ L3 StackLight
IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS
The L3 is a 11O voltage lighting system for illuminating library stacks. L3 fixtures interconnect between
mounting brackets, sending power to end as needed along the run of fixtures. Starter fixtures have a 12 foot 
cord for plugging into an 3 prong, NEMA 5-15 outlet, typically installed under the bottom shelf.

www.lucalight.com info@lucalight.com Call 206-650-8722 with any questions
LucaLight™ is a trademark of LucaLight, LLC, Seattle, Washington

step 4

As before, install the
fixture and secure in place

with screw B2 in the back of the
left end of the fixture. The right

end installs with screws A through
the trim cap and the bracket and
into the fixture.

A A

step 3
Plug the next fixture to the right into the first fixture

aligning the hole in the left end of the fixture to capture the
head of B1 screw secure in place with screw B2 in the back of the

fixture. On the right side of the fixture install screw B1 through the
bracket and into the fixture to secure. For additional fixtures, repeat
step 3 as needed.

Follow all local codes

step 5
Place the wood or laminate top on the
brackets and secure with fasteners.
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Installation, from left to right.

step 1
Hang brackets at top of
uprights
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